
Category Definitions

Category Definition Total Items in Category

1. User Interface 26

2. Assessment Reporting 42

3. Assessment 

Administration

68

4. General Reporting 56

5. Learning Management 62

6. Curriculum & Instruction 36

7. Scope & Sequence 15

8. Technical Support 13

9. Training & User Support 8

10. Technical & 

Infrastructure

303

629 TOTAL FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS

These features and functions identify the technical parameters the IMS must fulfill. It also lists needed functionality so that the IMS can integrate with the 

District’s existing systems, processes, and operational standards.

These features and functions relate to how teachers and other users engage and interact with the IMS.

All features and functions sheets contain a reference number, a description, a priority level, function availability, and comments/notes.  Please 

complete the Function Availability column of each sheet and provide Comments as needed.  When submitting questions, please use the reference 

number of the item you are inquiring about.

These features and functions describe how the District creates, distributes, and scores assessments.  Assessments can be created centrally by the District’s 

ARE department and by the staff and teachers in the District’s schools to be administered at a school or classroom level.

These features and functions describe the functionality required for reporting beyond assessment data.

These features and functions describe the means by which the District creates and distributes curriculum and instructional material and how teachers access 

These features and functions describe the functionality so that teachers can create and distribute student facing course content, administer classroom 

These features and functions describe the functionality needed to view and analyze information from multiple sources to inform instructional practice.

These features and functions describe the functionality required so the District can provide guidance for the timing and delivery of instructional content and to 

This section defines the system support needs.

These are the features and functions needed to support the end users both during implementation of the IMS and the ongoing support.



1. User Interface

Req. # Feature/Function Priority Function Availability Comments 26

UI1

Utilizes a cross platform (PC, Mac, Chrome, Mobile) web-based interface that provides users of all ability levels easy-to-learn access to student 

data, reporting tools and curriculum resources Required

UI2 Provides a customized user experience based on the identity of the user Required

UI3

Utilizes a identity management platform that identifies the users as they log-in and determines their level of access according to a set of security 

parameters Required

UI4 Provides the ability to track users’ usage of the system and its individual components Required

UI5

Application supports client-defined user group for Administrators (may be several distinct groups), District Staff (may be several distinct groups), 

Principals, Teachers, Parents, Students Required

UI6 Client-defined user groups allow for delegation of user roles Required

UI7 Consistent style of pages, links, buttons, work flows, etc. Required

UI8

Default data view for users - recognizes user and modifies data that displays in all function fields to that user (role, region, school, grade level, 

courses/sections taught) Required

UI9 Selectable data changes based on user choices Required

UI10 System administrators can login as another user to simulate their exact experience Required

UI11 All text formatting/html editing/general text entry ("blog style") dialogs will be intuitive and easy to use Required

UI12 Users can enter and create a test item in under 3 minutes Required

UI13 Workflow cloesly follows a common teaching cycle--assess, analyze, instruct, evalute and adjust Required

UI14 Supports multiple languages (other than English) for parent and student access points Preferred

UI15 Allows system administrators to publish real-time announcements on a landing/announcements page Preferred

UI16 User created shortcuts Preferred

UI17 Refresh fields instead of page refresh to keep user in same working location Preferred

UI18 Customizable UX/UI and functionality by users and admin users Preferred

UI19 Breadcrumb trail Preferred

UI20 Realtime collaboration across the application (curriculum, assessment items and tests) Preferred

UI21 User comment and rating system (curriculum, assessment items and tests) Preferred

UI22 System administrators and individual users can create shortcuts to reports, items, curriculum and other functionality Preferred

UI23 In any area where content is entered, user has an option to preview Preferred

UI24 Save and auto-save feature appears across application, anywhere user enters content Preferred

UI25 User is able to recall an older revision/draft across the application in any location where user enters content Preferred

UI26 Assistive technology options for students or parents with reading challenges Preferred



2. Assessment Reporting

Req. # Feature/Function Priority Function Availability Comments 42

AR1 Has the ability to produce reports containing assessments from any Federal, State, or district source with the correct field and score types. Required

AR2 Has the ability to produce reports containing assessments for Response to Intervention (RTI) data  (e.g., AimsWeb, Wireless Generations) Required

AR3 Possesses ability to track and show effectiveness of short-term and long-term intervention programs Preferred

AR4 Has proven ability to effectively display assessment data for a school district with 100,000+ students Required

AR5

Accommodates assessment data in multiple formats, including rubric-scored, observational/checklist, multiple choice, open ended short answer, 

gridable, essay, true/false, and technology enhanced items similar to those found on PARCC testing Required

AR6 Supports assessment data in multiple languages (other than English) Optional

AR7

Possesses the ability to search for test item results based on Colorado Student Assessment Program (CSAP) objectives, district academic 

performance standards, level of difficulty/understanding, and keywords Preferred

AR8 Real-time assessment results - score loads are instantaneous from any source where results are available Required

AR9 Assessment results show performance on all standards for single items to all items on an assessment Required

AR10 Reporting wizard, q&a based so teachers can find assessment data easily Preferred

AR11 Ability to limit scope of assessment results to user specific content Required

AR12 Item and distractor analysis type reporting type available Required

AR13 Adjust proficiency score ranges, names, and colors Required

AR14 Report banks available for the user Required

AR15 Logitudinal reporting on standard assessed regardless of test - match to student or to teacher issued Required

AR16 On screen data sheet/data manipulation features available to the user within application - not requiring export to excel Preferred

AR17 Various visual displays of data from any report or data view screen Required

AR18 Trend reports and predictability analysis Required

AR19 Ability to generate a custom report in less than 5-10mins with user choices Required

AR20

Once criteria is selected (for a custom report with a student set, for example), that criteria can be reused with any report and user is able to easily 

add in previous years Required

AR21 Data sheet display feature allows for user to freeze rows and columns for internal scrolling Preferred

AR22 Identifiers appear to indicate what the user has selected and completed in the report creation/selection process Preferred

AR23 Selection choices flow in a correct/logical progression and not all open data fields to easily guide the user to what they are trying to report Required

AR24 Easy score data may be loaded in and out of the application by the user and by system integrations Required

AR25 Hover descriptions in choice tasks and in display results are available to the user Optional

AR26 Decision tree provided to user for data selection process Optional

AR27 Reports print on one page and detailed report/graph displays on same report page Preferred

AR28 Reports display data by various data grouping levels Required

AR29 Multiple report grouping display feature available to user in order to triangulate data with various attributes Required

AR30 Dashboard view, snapshot, temperature, and heat display of assessment results Required

AR31 Access to reports with one click Preferred

AR32 Error analysis appears in a report summary box on the same page Required

AR33 Peer students' data integration with users' own reports Required

AR34 Export views to excel Required

AR35 Comprehensive student profile data integrated into assessment reports Preferred

AR36 District/admin users are able to create cohorts for reporting Required

AR37 Application is able to produce aggregated and "rolled up" data reports comparing groups - students to teachers to schools Required

AR38 High level reports of students' results by teacher or mulltiple teachers that can be selected as needed Required

AR39 District users have the ability to restrict certain items from being queried Required

AR40 Student data includes multiple points of historical and current data ranging from personal and demographic data to assessmement history. Required

AR41 Ability to group items by standard across one assessment or multiple assessments Required

AR42 Ability to create reports for parent/student consumption Preferred



3. Assessment Administration

Req. # Feature/Function Priority Function Availability Comments 68

AM1

Offers custom benchmark assessment module to support various benchmark programs including: Colorado Student Assessment Program 

(CSAP) Benchmark Program, CELA, CMAS , etc. Required

AM2 Ability to administer assessments to grade levels K-12 in literacy, math, science, social studies, art, PE, Music and World Languages. Required

AM3

Has ability to provide all tests in English, Spanish, and other languages (eg: Spanish tests will be translations of English tests and/or authentic 

Spanish assessments) Required

AM4

Allows customization to match assessments to DPS pacing guides and curriculum while maintaining strong links to the Colorado Department of 

Education (CDE) standards and, where available, CSAP assessment frameworks Required

AM5 System can allow for time limits to be set or not in the system Required

AM6

Test booklets are reusable with selected responses marked on scan sheets and constructed responses on a separate sheet and the scores 

transferred to the scan sheet Required

AM7 Supports electronic delivery of tests - this consists of online testing with computers, tablets, other mobile devices and student response systems Required

AM8

Provides the option for Client to either own the test questions or have license to use them within Client environment in perpetuity, including the 

right to deliver them in any format including electronically and to translate them into any language Required

AM9 Supports centralized benchmark test administration functionality for district-wide, school-based and teacher-generated assessments Required

AM10

Supports entry of student responses by paper scanning of student answer sheets, online input of student answer, batch import of student 

answers Required

AM11 Supports online score entry of assessment questions (e.g. rubric-scored, observational/checklist, numeric score, etc) Required

AM12 Includes test-specific scan form generation and scoring capabilities Required

AM13

Accommodates paper-based, computer-based and web-based assessments in multiple formats including rubric-scored, observational/checklist, 

multiple choice, open-ended short answer, gridable, essay, and true/false and other technology enhanced type items (similar to those found on 

PARCC assessments) Required

AM14 Has the capability to align test items to state standards that can also be disaggregated on reports Required

AM15

Rostering of students that will take tests must be flexible in terms of student-course assignments; the Client must be able to upload or modify 

roster information several times within a given test window Required

AM16

Supports an external load of item bank for Client that is comprised of selected response, technology enhanced response, and constructed 

response items suitable for use with students in all grades K-12, across all content areas. Required

AM17 When loading items from external sources, system must support various language types for single items either provided by the external source or modified by the user.Required

AM18 Application must support Item loads external source with all accompanying needed graphics, directions, answer keys, and scoring rubrics, etc. Required

AM19 Application ensures all content has copyright authorization/indicators for use by Client Required

AM20 Allows items to be linked to the CDE content standards as well as a cognitive level framework such as Bloom’s taxonomy and Webb Required

AM21

Items are easy to locate in searching by content, grade level, standard and cognitive level; formatting facilitates selection of items and creation 

and lay-out of test forms Required

AM22

Client has the ability to modify any items as available to them and as desired, as well as to translate them into any language and to present them 

to students on paper or electronically with any desired accommodations. Text to speech as an option Required

AM23

Supports the identification of items by (at a minimum): grade level or grade range, content area, sub-content (subscore) area, cognitive level, 

and item form (multiple choice or constructed response Required

AM24 Supports additional classification variables such as gender or ethnic references, results of bias reviews or history of use Optional

AM25 Supports linking item sets/multiple items to passages or graphics Required

AM26 Banking structure supports maintenance of a history of standard classical and IRT item statistics for each item and each test form Preferred

AM27 Supports the selection and arrangement of test questions to comprise a test form including layout for printing Required

AM28 Supports the loading of item statistics in electronic format to alleviate the need for hand data entry Required

AM29

Supports role-based security / Integrates with Client's identity management system to allow Client to manage access to subsets of items or to 

items selected for a specific assessment Required

AM30 Customize layout of Answer Sheet Required

AM31 True WYSIWYG - test/item creation and test delivery - across browsers Required

AM32 Multiple file and graphic types (jpg, mpeg, gifs, swf, pdf, etc.) can be used in assessments Required

AM33 Export assessments in multiple file formats Preferred

AM34 Customize layout of Printed Test Required

AM35 Content sharing (test, item, rubric) sharing to various levels/groups in real-time Required

AM36 Track edits of shared test items/tests Required

AM37 Adjust proficiency score ranges, names, and their colors Required

AM38 Export/import assessments and items directly to-from other onlinw apps (eg: google) Preferred

AM39 Technology enhanced items that match PARCC type items (eg: drag drop, hotspot, etc.) Required

AM40 Share customized test settings and layout with other users Required



3. Assessment Administration

Req. # Feature/Function Priority Function Availability Comments 68

AM41

Various ways to deliver assessments (all tech and non-tech: clickers, tablets, computers, and other student response systems in addition to 

paper/pencil scan in results with camera or scanner) Required

AM42 Ability to take different parts of a test at different times and merge in data reports to display data, aggregated and disaggregated. Preferred

AM43 Ability to throwout items after students take the test Preferred

AM44 Ability to create items/assessments in the same as it would a word processing application Preferred

AM45 Multiple selection of standards to apply to multiple selection of items and assessments Required

AM46 Multiple correct answers possible with different points Required

AM47 Online and offline modes for students taking tests Preferred

AM48 Student access to assessments to review after administration Preferred

AM49 Apply graded parts of an assessment to another assessment Preferred

AM50

Ability/functionality to format test all at once, not one-item by one-item. Ability to choose font for test, number of items, standards when setting 

parameters for test creation. Required

AM51 Search feature in standards lookup Required

AM52

Ability to easily progress through items when creating a test: forward and backward or to different parts without having to exit/enter  creation area 

- one layout environment to work in Required

AM53 Auto response when assessment is completed or ended without completion Preferred

AM54 Proctor Dashbard and alerts available to user and can be turned on and off Required

AM55 Bulk uploads of items Required

AM56

Test assigning and user access levels can be done through admin accounts. Test Assigning for district assessments can be done at the district 

level and still maintain test integrity/security. Required

AM57 Application must be able to easily provide test and item banks created/shared by district users and external sources Required

AM58 Application includes secure online testing features and functionality for students taking tests Required

AM59 Application includes accessibility features for students taking online tests Required

AM60 Test accommodation tracking on answer sheets and online Preferred

AM61 Users can upload items and upload tests from saved files on users' computers Optional

AM62 Secure testing browser on all devices that "locks down" the test session.  Either locking browser or stopping test if student navigates away Required

AM63

Accommodates a large expandable bank of juried test questions (vendor-provided, district-developed and district purchased) for all content 

areas Required

AM64 System should have the ability to proctor cache online assessments. Required

AM65 Ability to control the layout of open response items, i.e. where students would input their response throughout an item and the number of response areas.Preferred

AM66 Ability for teachers to review student responses entered online for collaborative scoring. Preferred

AM67 Tracking feature to identify which schools have administered a test, which students that have tested and those that have not Required

AM68 Ability to have a timestamp on data entries i.e. timestamp when test was taken, test was submitted and tracking edits to student responses. Preferred



4. General Reporting

Req. # Feature/Function Priority Function Availability Comments 56

GR1 Displayed student data contains enrollment history Required

GR2 Displayed student data contains personal profile (including home information,photo, race/ethnicity) Required

GR3 Displayed student data contains assessment history Required

GR4 Displayed student data contains standardized test history Required

GR5 Displayed student data contains standards-based progress reports and grades Required

GR6 Displayed student data contains special Education and other program specific data Required

GR7 Displayed student data contains behavior data Required

GR8 Displayed student data contains attendance data Required

GR9 Displayed student data contains English Language Learner (ELL) Required

GR10 Displayed student data contains additional data user may define as needed Required

GR11 Varying levels of reporting capabilities by primary user groups are supported Required

GR12 Reporting is available for viewing at district level Required

GR13 Reporting is available for viewing at network (district defined) level Required

GR14 Reporting is available for viewing at school level Required

GR15 Reporting is available for viewing at grade level Required

GR16 Reporting is available for viewing at teacher level Required

GR17 Reporting is available for viewing at classroom/section level Required

GR18 Reporting is available for viewing at student level Required

GR19 Reporting is available for viewing at parent level Required

GR20 Reporting capability includes longitudinal student data summary and critical analysis Required

GR21 Reporting capability allows ad-hoc query development Required

GR22 Reporting capability allows drill-down to detailed level Required

GR23 Reporting capability allows performance of cross-subject analysis between data points with multiple attributes Required

GR24 Allows for longitudinal student data summary and growth analysis Required

GR25 Allows for drill down, roll-up, filtering and searching within the data Required

GR26 Allows for relational and cross-subject analysis (i.e. associates grades with attendance) Preferred

GR27 Reports may be exported from the system’s user-interface into Microsoft Excel and Adobe PDF formats Required

GR28 Allows for ad-hoc querying Required

GR29 Allows for conditional highlighting based on targets set by the district Required

GR30

Supports data graphing in multiple formats: pie, bar (horizontal and vertical), stacked bar, line, pareto, control, perspective, and performance map 

chart types Required

GR31 Offers graphical dashboard features Required

GR32 Provides ability to publish “canned” pre-formatted reports to all users Required

GR33 Allows users to generate and save their own reports and their own parameters for reports to reuse Required

GR34 District/admin users are able to create cohorts for reporting Required

GR35 Application is able to produce aggregated and "rolled up" data reports comparing groups - students to teachers to schools Required

GR36 District users have the ability to restict certain items from being queried Required

GR37 Application can report on curriculum usage with detailed content level usage Required

GR38 Real-time data loads from vendor assessments (not overnight) Preferred

GR39 Reporting wizard, q&a based so teachers can find assessment data easily Required

GR40 Report banks available for the user Required

GR41 On screen data sheet/data manipulation features available to the user within application - not requiring export to excel Required

GR42 Various visual displays of data from any report or data view screen Preferred

GR43 Ability to generate a custom report in less than 5-10mins with user choices Required

GR44 Once criteria is selected (for a custom report with a student set, for example), that criteria can be reused with any report Required

GR45 Once criteria is selected for a custom report, user is able to easily add in previous years Required

GR46 Data sheet display feature allows for user to freeze rows and columns for internal scrolling Preferred

GR47 Identifiers appear to indicate what the user has selected and completed in the report creation/selection process Required

GR48 Selection choices flow in a correct/logical progression and not all open data fields to easily guide the user to what they are trying to report Required

GR49 Hover descriptions in choice tasks and in display results are available to the user Preferred

GR50 Decision tree provided to user for data selection process Preferred

GR51 Reports print on one page Preferred

GR52 Temperature and heat display features show for user Required

GR53 Detailed report and graph display on same report page Required

GR54 Access to reports with one click Preferred

GR55 Export views to excel Required

GR56 District users have the ability to restrict certain items from being queried Required



5. Learning Management

Req. # Feature/Function Priority Function Availability Comments 62

LM1 Teacher can develop and post content to be viewed and consumed by whole class, small groups or individual students. Preferred

LM2 Teachers can search for student-facing content and save their own bank. Preferred

LM3 District can load student-facing content for teachers to use. Preferred

LM4

Teachers are able to create (by pulling in content from other sources or creating within system) curriculum and assign to student in learning 

module format Preferred

LM5 3rd party content and software can be integrated for use by teachers and students. Preferred

LM6 Content, assessments, assignments must be aligned to standards provided by the District. Preferred

LM7

Teacher can set a range of criteria based on date/time, performance on item/assessment/course, individual or group membership, for the system 

to release content to students' interface Preferred

LM8 Teacher can allow or restrict individuals or group members from advancing through content on their own Preferred

LM9 Teacher can add content at any point for individuals or group members as they progress through content Preferred

LM10

The system will have the ability to facilitate student/student, teacher/teacher, student/teacher, teacher/admin levels of real-time communication 

within the application. Preferred

LM11

System will support full range of content formats (text, audio, video, URIs, attachments, math equations, compressed files, WYSIWYG, html 

editor, and more) Preferred

LM12

The system will provide a space for students collaboration to share documents where multiple students can work on a file or set of files (project-

based learning) and teachers have the ability to monitor and access the space. Preferred

LM13

Teachers can create an assessment, assignment, homework, etc. from the course content where students can submit work, take the assessment 

online, or print out and submit in person. Preferred

LM14 Students can access course material, assignments, assessments, blogs, forums, etc. Preferred

LM15 Students can sumbit assignments and assessments. Preferred

LM16 System will host a grading mechanism for student scores and standards progress to be caputured Preferred

LM17

Teacher user can create learning goal and share goal to students and other users (eg: tutor or co-teacher of the class in the system) - students 

can also create their own learning goal in the system along with reflect on progress to the learning goal Preferred

LM18 System provides students with score/ progress dashboarding/performance dashboarding capability indicating results, teachers comments, etc. Preferred

LM19 System will support rubrics in content areas/assignment areas for student review, commenting, and teacher grading. Preferred

LM20 These functions must integrate with other tools: Google apps, DPS Portals, curriculum software. Preferred

LM21 Tracking student usage/access to content and down to item level content - same tracking metrics as above item Preferred

LM22 System will provide students with feedback/accomplishment indicators that feed ePortfolio (badges, notices, certificates, etc.) Preferred

LM23

System will allow teachers to deliver lessons/lesson content virutally/online through chat, web conferencing, video, live blog - to individudal 

students or entire class Preferred

LM24

Class level, building level, district level announcements can be set by users at various access levels that contain a variety of message formats 

(including plain text, html, media (video/audio), badges, etc.) Optional

LM25 Announcement delivery can be set by users to a date/time window or pushed out by the user, as needed. Optional

LM26 Application has the ability to utilize student blog entries as work submission/assessment. Optional

LM27 Application has the ability to host student blog content. Optional

LM28 Application allows comment feature to be turned on and off for student comments or teacher comments Optional

LM29 Application allows private comment posts to student by teacher (vice versa) or private comments from other students Optional

LM30 The system will provide students with dates and course related events Optional

LM31 The system allows the events to appear to everyone. Optional

LM32 The system will provide the ability to create an electronic course calendar Optional

LM33 The system will allow user to synch calendar with Google, iCal and Outlook Optional

LM34 The system allows users to create their own calendar items. Optional

LM35 System shows user availability and invites/notification for communication with ability to share content/transfer content to each other. Optional

LM36 System will allow users to implement filters, monitor communication, save conversations. Optional

LM37 System will support full range of languages (minimally English, Spanish, Vietnamese and text to speech) Optional

LM38 Discussion board forums will be provided for students to engage in turn-based discussion with moderators. Optional

LM39 Teachers can monitor engagement as assessment pieces/scoring (eg: participation grade) Optional

LM40

The system will provide a rule-driven (date/time, scores, due date, content progression) communication tool to send email messages to teachers 

and students concerning students who are on on track with work assigned. Optional

LM41 The System will provide for transfer of grades from LMS to official SIS and will be secure Optional

LM42 System will allow peer to peer evaluation and reflection/comments/feedback Optional

LM43 System will generate some report based on grades (standards or competency-based) Optional

LM44 Space in application for students to privately reflect and catpure work/notes in journal format Optional



5. Learning Management

Req. # Feature/Function Priority Function Availability Comments 62

LM45 Application can transfer/allow students to send certain content from the private/personal space to teacher for submission Optional

LM46 System has content privacy "locks" and warning/confidential warning to prevent distribution outside of learning management - district user set Optional

LM47 System can accept/integrate with other media sources (Flickr, SlideShare, YouTube, etc.) Optional

LM48 System will provide student space/module for online tools/apps - calculator, compass, protractor, ruler, etc Optional

LM49 The System will provide the ability to create surveys as a means for gathering student information which can be anonymous and not graded Optional

LM50 Similar to instructional materials and curriculum for teachers, students have the ability to search courses available and course syllabi Optional

LM51

The System will provide online collaboration space that integrates with enterprise portals/SIS for campus groups, clubs, committees, faculty. 

Staff, students and administrators Optional

LM52 System will provide space for students to collect work and display accomplishments (ePortfolio) Optional

LM53

Space where work is collected can be kept private/internal or shared outward to entire public (i.e. for college, work, etc. applications beyond 

school) Optional

LM54

System will provide analytics based on user (teacher/student/admin) activity - user tracking, logins, usage, content totals loaded, time/duration in 

the application and sub-components, etc. Optional

LM55

Parameters and criteria for awarding can be set by templates (eg: SACS) or specialized accreditation (eg: ABET/NCATE) or unique requirements 

(eg: Intl Bach) Optional

LM56 System will show students progress/dashboard towards the award and accreditation Optional

LM57 Lesson delivery and confrerence can be recorded and captured for student access later Optional

LM58 System will allow students to also have teacher role/presenter role for lesson delivery Optional

LM59 System will allow communication dialogs and engagement during lesson delivery Optional

LM60 The system will allow for additional supports such as assessments and practice activites to be assigned to the student. Optional

LM61 System will allow additional section-like/student groups for intervention (sub-class like feature in addition to core class) Optional

LM62

System will allow other users to access this "sub-class" (eg: ESL tutor) - to access all content core class hosts and all features core class uses in 

addition to the ability to create their own learning modules Optional



6. Curriculum & Instruction

Req. # Feature/Function Priority Function Availability Comments 36

CI1 Links curriculum directly to student performance data Preferred

CI2 Links curriculum directly to course section, grade level, subject, and teacher Required

CI3 Aligns to curriculum to designated district standards and frameworks Required

CI4 Offers a database tool that stores curriculum content Required

CI5 Provides content search/find features for end users Required

CI6 Offers a curriculum content management tool that enables uploading of district curriculum Required

CI7 Provides a searchable inventory of curriculum, assessment, and instructional resources by standard and also by unit Required

CI8 Possesses a pre-existing ability to work with curriculum content publishers to integrate publisher’s digital resources Required

CI9 Allows instructional resources to be uploaded then aligned and linked to standards, unit, and assessment Required

CI10 Allows for collaboration and sharing of best practices, e.g.,.  teachers can propose instructional tools to be linked to standards Preferred

CI11 Supports links to digital text books and other digital media formats including podcasts, streaming video, websites, etc. Required

CI12

Offers an inventory tool that tracks the number of resources associated to individual Colorado Academic Standards and Language Development 

Standards Preferred

CI13 Shows user tracking on edits/changes to content Optional

CI14 System recommends content to student for review/practice based on assessment results/standard performance results Optional

CI15 Teacher can recommend and save various content based on assessment results Preferred

CI16 User can combine content from various curriculum sources to incorporate into one lesson or unit Optional

CI17 Materials can be pushed to teachers based on their course codes by administrative users Required

CI18 Teachers can upload their own lesson plans and share them with other users in either a template or open design. Preferred

CI19 User searching for curriculum is given indicators on both horizontal and vertical alignment and various aspects in search results Preferred

CI20 Teachers can push curriculum content and assessment content from the curriculum environment of the application directly to students Preferred

CI21 Teacher can share/deliver a lesson or unit plan virtually (flipped instruction) Preferred

CI22 Application can report on curriculum usage with detailed content level usage Optional

CI23 Application accepts import/export of curriculum through alternate authoring software (eg: google) Optional

CI24 Ability to do mass upload of materials Required

CI25 District level users can find any curriculum material in 5 clicks or less Required

CI26 Content rich editor editor for loading content with online content Required

CI27 Curriculum manager may load curriculum files of 100mb or more - in various file types and URI/websources Required

CI28 User has the ability to add text, special text (eg: math tex), audio, video and other media from upload and from URI's Required

CI29 Allows upload of curriculum as single files or in bulk ensuring links imbedded in the resources also remain live and intact Required

CI30 Allows alignment of curricular modules by standard, subject, grade level, etc. Required

CI31 Curriculum resources are accessible through a web interface, phone, iPad and tablet Preferred

CI32 Curriculum resources are linked to unit, standards and data results Preferred

CI33 Instructional resources are accessible through a web interface  with "save" or "favorite" and sharing functionality. Preferred

CI34 Allows teachers to upload model lessons or units and propose them for district-wide publishing Optional

CI35 Student data directly linked through standards to curricular and instructional resources Preferred

CI36 Provides a place for content to disply copyright, author, and other document atrributes. Preferred



7. Scope & Sequence

Req. # Feature/Function Priority Function Availability Comments 15

PP1 Provides district ability to publish pacing and planning guides (scope and sequence) to teachers by subject Required

PP2 Provides district ability to publish pacing and planning guides (scope and sequence) by standard to teachers by grade Required

PP3 Allows teachers, principals, and district administrators ability to view and share teachers’ scheduled lesson plans Required

PP4

Allows teachers to select and assign lessons from a district and teacher created bank to their personal planning calendars after being vetted and 

approved by curricular review teams Required

PP5 Produces customized planning guides for a classroom based on academic achievement data results Preferred

PP6 Integrates pacing and planning guides (scope and sequence) with individual teacher’s calendars Preferred

PP7 Allows principals and teachers view access to teachers’ planning calendars Required

PP8 Curricular pacing and plannning guides can be automated

PP9 Scheduled lesson plans and units can be posted on a planning calendar by teachers or administrators Preferred

PP10 Customer-designed lesson plans and units are supported Preferred

PP11 Teachers can upload their own lesson plans and units and share them with other users. Preferred

PP12 Users can schedule curriculum (units, lessons, etc) on a lesson planner in 1-2 clicks Preferred

PP13 Lesson planner has drag and drop functionality Required

PP14

Allows teachers to record and track individual learning plans and goals for English Language Acquisition (ELA), Response to Intervention (RTI), 

individual literacy plans, READ Act plans, and other diverse learning needs Required

PP15 Lesson planner functionality can be color coded by the user Preferred



8. Technical Support
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S1 Vendor support level is defined to include direct contact information for business, technical, and user levels Required

S2 Vendor support level is defined to include contact hours of operation Required

S3 Vendor support level is defined to include contact response time obligations Required

S4 Client support obligation is defined to include what level of support is appropriate to contact the Vendor Required

S5 Client support obligation is defined to address if Client support requests should be filtered from one or more Client representatives Preferred

S6 During implementationan issue tracking system is provided that will be jointly reviewed on a weekly basis by Vendor and Client personnel Required

S7 Active issue resolution can be determined and documented by Client in an issue tracking system for historical reference Required

S8 Customer support is provided through direct vendor contacts for all users (from admins down to school admins to teachers to student level) Preferred

S9 Vendor to provide periodic reports of most frequently asked questions to target support resolution Preferred

S10 Video and resource materials provided to all users for functions and upgrades Preferred

S11 Help chat is available through the application for support of the application by the vendor Preferred

S12 Help telephone number provided to end user Required

S13 Admin users can login as another user Required
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T1 Systems administration training will be conducted on Client premises to appropriate Client personnel prior to system implementation Required

T2 Full application training will be conducted on Client premises to appropriate Client personnel prior to system implementation Required

T3

Application training will be conducted in a train-the-trainer model with the intent to internalize application training during system implementation 

phases Required

T4 All training documenation provided by Vendor to Client will include full duplication rights for Client to use and internal distribution as needed Required

T5 Training will be available in both online and in-person formats with reference and support resources such as videos and documents. Required

T6 Vendor provides updated training documentation and reference guides for every release of their application prior to release. Required

T7 Differentiated training is offered for various user roles, from central administration to teachers to students. Preferred

T8 Vendor is available from 7am-6pm MT to take real time questions from userbase. Preferred
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1 GENERAL

     TI 1.1 System has fully integrated suites/modules/applications. Required

     TI 1.2 System has one common relational database specific to application Required

     TI 1.3 Software uses workflow. Required

     TI 1.4 System will be compatible with Exchange 2010 e-mail System for workflow routing. Preferred

     TI 1.5 All System suites/modules/applications support workflow. Preferred

     TI 1.6 System features security based upon the following: Required

     TI 1.7 Roles Required

     TI 1.8 Rules Required

     TI 1.9 Routing Required

     TI 1.10 Records Required

     TI 1.11 Fields Required

     TI 1.12

All suites/modules/applications can be accessed with one universal sign-in or log-in compatible with Microsoft Active Directory 2008 

(AD). Required

     TI 1.13 System is table-driven with online screens to control parameters. Preferred

     TI 1.14 All System suites/modules/applications allow for effective-dated transactions. Preferred

     TI 1.15 All System suites/modules/applications allow for effective-dating for table updates. Preferred

     TI 1.16 System is 100% Web Enabled Preferred

     TI 1.17 System has responsive design and scales across device resolution Preferred

     TI 1.18 System works with tablet devices (i.e., Android, iOS, Windows) Preferred

     TI 1.19 System is compatible with Chromebooks Preferred

     TI 1.20 System supports REST based Web Services Preferred

     TI 1.21 System receives information using EDI X12, EDIFACT or other international standard formats. Preferred

     TI 1.22 System produces information using EDI X12, EDIFACT or other international standard formats. Preferred

     TI 1.23

System provides software for analytical processing for the purpose of determining ratios, process statistics, cumulative totals, and 

trends (need access to raw data). Preferred

     TI 1.24 Systems meets section 508 ADA requirements in terms of Web presentation. Preferred

     TI 1.25 System architecture is compatible with: Preferred

     TI 1.26 Portal Technology (Microsoft webpart compatible) Preferred

     TI 1.27 XML Preferred

     TI 1.28 Web Services Preferred

     TI 1.29 Wireless Access Preferred

     TI 1.30 Enterprise Workflow Preferred

     TI 1.31 Microsoft SQL as backend Preferred

     TI 1.32 Enterprise Application Server Architecture Preferred

     TI 1.33 Enterprise Reporting Server Preferred

     TI 1.34 Microsft IIS (Internet Information Server) Preferred

     TI 1.35 System Toolsets will accommodate the following: Preferred

     TI 1.36 Database maintenance (performance and tuning) Preferred

     TI 1.37 Report design Preferred

     TI 1.38 Security administration - Internal System Preferred

     TI 1.39 End-user interface design Preferred

     TI 1.40 System upgrade support and tools Preferred

     TI 1.41 Application API Preferred

     TI 1.42 Data Backend is OLAP compatible Preferred

     TI 1.43 Archiving/purging of data Preferred

     TI 1.44 System performance and utilization monitoring Preferred

     TI 1.45 System statistics and audit reporting Preferred

     TI 1.46 Data conversion Tools Preferred

     TI 1.47 System install tools or software for installs system lifecycle (e.g. developemnt, test, production etc.) Preferred

     TI 1.48 Workflow design Preferred

     TI 1.49 System will run background processes to allow functional users to continue work while processes (e.g., reports/queries are running). Preferred

     TI 1.50 System will export reports to MS Office/Adobe Reader products. Preferred

     TI 1.51 Application Server can be virtualized (Hyper-V preferred) Preferred

     TI 1.52 System will support drill down and across to other modules, without exiting the current module. Preferred

     TI 1.53 Scheduled maintenance windows must follow existing DPS district policies. Preferred

     TI 1.54 System needs to support 1000 concurrent submissions. Preferred

     TI 1.55

All system components have high scalability in performance and storage, with the ability to ultimately support over 300,000 possible 

users when fully deployed Preferred

2 SERVER
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     TI 2.1 System runs on the following server Operating System Configuration: Preferred

     TI 2.2 Microsoft Windows 2008 or Higher Preferred

     TI 2.3 Microsoft SQL Server 2008 or Higher Preferred

     TI 2.4 All modules of the Proposed System will function correctly on Microsoft Hyper-V virtual servers. Preferred

3 DESKTOP

     TI 3.1 System runs on the following desktop Operating System configurations: Required

     TI 3.2 Microsoft Windows 7 or later Required

     TI 3.3 Apple OSX 10.7 or later Required

     TI 3.4 Supports desktop machines with the following parameters: Required

     TI 3.5 4 Gb RAM Required

     TI 3.6 Intel i5 or later Required

     TI 3.7 System can be accessed through Internet Explorer 10 and above, (please note any plug-ins that are required in comments column). Required

     TI 3.8

System can be accessed through Firefox 36 (Windows 7 or OSX 10.7) and above, (please note any plug-ins that are required in 

comments column). Required

     TI 3.9 Software is easily deployed to desktops through push or pull software to the desktop if client required. Required

4 DATABASES Required

     TI 4.1 Proposed System runs on Microsoft SQLServer 2008 or higher DBMS. Required

     TI 4.2

Provides support for load balancing via Microsoft Forefront Threat Management Gateway Server, and/or clustering, and/or always 

on groups. Preferred

     TI 4.3 Provides ability to effective date table entries, either individual updates or file/batch updates. Preferred

     TI 4.4 Provides user-definable fields with the ability to update the global data dictionary with these fields. Preferred

     TI 4.5 User-defined fields are included in migration paths during software upgrades. Preferred

     TI 4.6 Data model documentation for accommodating user-defined fields is included as part of upgrade strategy. Preferred

     TI 4.7 Provides method to access archived data when system architecture changes as a result of software upgrade. Preferred

     TI 4.8 Purges records upon request for records within a user-defined time and criteria. Preferred

     TI 4.9 Provides the following purge functionality: Preferred

     TI 4.10 Validates integrity of database before and after purge Preferred

     TI 4.11 Identifies orphaned records (e.g. records that do not have parent values) Preferred

     TI 4.12 Archives items on digital media or on some other form of archive storage. Preferred

     TI 4.13 Database can run from a SANS. Preferred

     TI 4.14 Lists all records included in purge. Preferred

5 DEVELOPMENT AND CONFIGURATION

     TI 5.1

Allows for separate, complete duplication of the software across the production system and multiple development and test 

landscapes. Preferred

     TI 5.2 Provides ability to hide and/or delete screen fields with appropriate security. Preferred

     TI 5.3 Provides ability to load new forms via menus or buttons. Preferred

     TI 5.4 Retains configurations made without changes to source code across upgrades to new versions of the software. Preferred

     TI 5.5 The following table or data information is included on user panels: Preferred

     TI 5.6 Transaction code Preferred

     TI 5.7 Table Name Preferred

     TI 5.8 Field Name Preferred

6 DATA ENTRY

     TI 6.1

Provides immediate transfer of values from "Pop up" tables to the appropriate field when selected and proceeds to the next entry 

field. Preferred

     TI 6.2

Allows complete validation and editing of data at the point of entry (online or batch) based on user-defined criteria (e.g., 

transactions, tables, archived records, transaction status, etc.). Required

     TI 6.3 Validations for data entry include related fields. Required

     TI 6.4 Allows both online and batch entry of data. Preferred

     TI 6.5 Performs updating by functional users from external batch sources (e.g., other application systems). Preferred

     TI 6.6 Utilizes paperless system and workflow technology (at least 10 levels)  for user entry with electronic approval levels and full editing. Preferred

     TI 6.7 Uses single entry to update all affected tables and indexes. Preferred

     TI 6.8 Provides transaction processing controls and edits for entered transactions. Preferred

     TI 6.9 End-user screens contain triggers to additional data screens based on a specific data input. Preferred

     TI 6.10 Allows mass changes or deletes by table-driven data through proper security. Preferred

     TI 6.11 Validates mass data entered in batch form. Preferred

     TI 6.12 Provides a consistent user interface across all components, including: Preferred

     TI 6.13 Consistent function keys Required

     TI 6.14 Screen naming functions Preferred

     TI 6.15 Navigation patterns Required
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     TI 6.16 Menus (as defined by security profile.) Preferred

     TI 6.17 Stores and saves user profile preferences: Preferred

     TI 6.18 Font Preferred

     TI 6.19 Colors Preferred

     TI 6.20 Column and field location Preferred

     TI 6.21 Workspace Preferred

     TI 6.22 Data entry options available are based on security definitions for each user. Preferred

     TI 6.23 All system and report information will reflect real-time data and be capable of viewing for a specific date range. Preferred

     TI 6.24 System will display pop-up screens and drop-down menus to allow for clarification and editing of transaction processing. Preferred

7 INPUT DEVICES

     TI 7.1 Supports gathering information from the following input devices such as: Preferred

     TI 7.2 Keyboard Required

     TI 7.3 Mouse Required

     TI 7.4 Touch screen (tablet/smart phone) Required

     TI 7.5 Form Templates Preferred

     TI 7.6 Adobe Forms Preferred

8 WORKFLOW AND PROCESSING

     TI 8.1 System will control priority of workflows on multiple user-defined criteria. Preferred

     TI 8.2 Users can control workflow start time. Preferred

     TI 8.3 Controls workflow by transaction type. Preferred

     TI 8.4 System will sequence multiple workflow based on user-defined rules. Preferred

     TI 8.5 Provides system-wide calendar which can be updated online by the user to schedule processing or control processing parameters. Preferred

     TI 8.6 Provides various program checks for: Preferred

     TI 8.7 Controlling data files Preferred

     TI 8.8 Verifying correct processing Preferred

     TI 8.9 Ensuring data integrity Preferred

     TI 8.10 Record counts Preferred

     TI 8.11 Totals Preferred

     TI 8.12 Provides automatic reconciliation of all exported/imported data. Preferred

9 REPORTING

     TI 9.1 Supports report output (tab-delimted, CSV, PDF, etc.). Required

     TI 9.2 Supports direct access to all data for administrators. Required

     TI 9.3 Data being accessed is subject to the security rules of the system. Required

     TI 9.4 Allows for drill down to see detail behind the numbers in a report. Preferred

     TI 9.5 Allows for drill around across business functions/modules. Preferred

     TI 9.6 Provides Administrator-defined limits on the time a report or query takes to execute and the number of records to be retrieved. Preferred

     TI 9.7 Provides reports on user production statistics by user ID. Preferred

     TI 9.8 Vendor proposed OLAP/ad-hoc tool provides the reporting capability of: Preferred

     TI 9.9 Microsoft SQL Products Preferred

     TI 9.10 Standard Data Access APIs Preferred

     TI 9.11 Provides query searching capabilities that can be used: Preferred

     TI 9.12 To perform mass updates for administrators Preferred

     TI 9.13 With online screen searching Preferred

     TI 9.14 To perform free-form text searching Preferred

     TI 9.15 With full "if..then..else" logic Preferred

     TI 9.16 Online, real-time reporting and query capability Preferred

     TI 9.17 Provide the ability to filter and search by wildcard Preferred

     TI 9.18 Reports on any field or combination of fields held in the database. Required

     TI 9.19 Provides for processing reports in batch. Preferred

     TI 9.20 Provides ability for the end-user to view print progress of any report. Preferred

     TI 9.21 Provides ability for batch printing. Preferred

     TI 9.22 Provides user the ability to create and print a report for an individual or batch or all individuals at once. Preferred

     TI 9.23 Users can print a range of pages. Preferred

     TI 9.24 Provides end-users the ability to create & generate ad-hoc reports. Preferred

     TI 9.25 Allows ad-hoc report/query definitions to be stored in private folders. Preferred

     TI 9.26 Allows ad-hoc report/query definitions to be stored in public libraries. Preferred

     TI 9.27 Uses a report distribution manager. Preferred

     TI 9.28 Provides ability to link from reporting tool to graphic, spreadsheet and presentation applications. Preferred

     TI 9.29 Provides ability to create reports with defined calculations. Preferred
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     TI 9.30 Provides the ability to create graphs with database fields. Preferred

     TI 9.31 Has the ability to export the data to a spreadsheet application for manipulation and/or reporting of data. Preferred

     TI 9.32 Allows report output to be routed to an external database. Preferred

     TI 9.33 Allows report output to be routed to word processing software. Preferred

     TI 9.34 Provides print preview capability. Preferred

     TI 9.35 Print preview contains fit to screen capability. Preferred

     TI 9.36 Provides the ability to report on any user-defined date or date range. Preferred

     TI 9.37 Reports include user-defined control breaks and number of print lines per page limits. Preferred

     TI 9.38 Reports can include end-user defined headings and borders. Preferred

     TI 9.39 Allows users to sort report by any field within the report. Preferred

     TI 9.40 Allows users to define a sort order for reports. Preferred

     TI 9.41 Provides the ability to create custom templates for printed reports. Preferred

     TI 9.42 Online real-time reporting and query capability with the ability to reference a data dictionary. Preferred

     TI 9.43

Online real-time reporting and query capability which allows online viewing of documents, tables, and records without exiting from 

the reporting environment. Preferred

     TI 9.44 Provides ability to create reports that can suppress or print information based on logical operations on data fields. Preferred

     TI 9.45 Allows end-users to modify report queries online. Preferred

     TI 9.46 Ability to import and export data to a data warehouse. Preferred

     TI 9.47 Allows the creation of SharePoint webparts to view scorecards, graphs, tables, etc. Preferred

     TI 9.48 Ability to limit end-user report writing capabilities by a user-defined number of fields or time it takes to process the report (by role). Preferred

10 ERROR METHODOLOGIES

     TI 10.1

Error messages appear in a consistent format across all system modules, for both batch and online processing. Specifically, error 

messages have like codes, text and screen locations. Preferred

     TI 10.2 Error messages are integrated with online help function. Preferred

     TI 10.3 Provides an error log for rejected batch transactions. Preferred

     TI 10.4 Provides an error log for rejected or unposted online transactions. Preferred

     TI 10.5 Provides the capability of producing error statistics by source. Preferred

11 SECURITY AND AUDIT CAPABILITIES

     TI 11.1 Ability to limit ability to export/import by security role - Role Based Access Control. Required

     TI 11.2

System has the capability to allow a single-sign-on by DPS staff to access enterprise wide business applications over the Intranet 

using Microsoft Active Directory (AD). Preferred

     TI 11.3

Provides ability to suppress confidential screens and/or fields in compliance with HIPPA, CIPA, COPA and FERPA confidentiality 

requirements - through Role Based Access Control. Required

     TI 11.4 System supports inherent audit trail database. Required

     TI 11.5 System must support data level security. Required

     TI 11.6 Must be able to proxy behind Microsoft Forefront Threat Management Gateway. Preferred

     TI 11.7 Provide the ability for administrators to log on as user (impersonation). Required

     TI 11.8 Sensitive data is encrypted when accessed over the Web using HTTPS (SSL/TLS) Required

     TI 11.9 Default security settings are set to the most restrictive level, Principle of Least Privelege. Preferred

     TI 11.10 Supports expiration of cookies at end of session (time based expiration) by: Required

     TI 11.11 Logging off application Required

     TI 11.12 Closing the browser Required

     TI 11.13

Security authentication should produce an error message when incorrect ID or password is entered.  Error message should be 

generic not displaying which field is incorrect. Required

     TI 11.14 System should allow use of both AD authentication (for end users) and local system accounts (for administartion only). Preferred

     TI 11.15 If Microsoft Active Directory 2008 (AD) is not used, system should provide the following password management functionality: Preferred

     TI 11.16

If local system account is used for authentication, ability to either force change of password on first logon or not force password 

change. Preferred

     TI 11.17

If local system account is used for authentication, ability for administrator to set specific users or groups to force a change of 

password as part of Role Based Access Control. Preferred

     TI 11.18 Password length is a administrator-defined number of positions. Preferred

     TI 11.19 Password aging has a administrator-defined maximum number of days. Preferred

     TI 11.20 Password reuse minimum tracking through a administrator-defined number of times. Preferred

     TI 11.21 Password lock-out after administrator-defined number of failed attempts. Preferred

     TI 11.22 Unsuccessful logon attempts are recorded by system and retained for a user-defined period of time in an audit log. Preferred

     TI 11.23 Issues an alert to the end-user and notifies the System Administrator after a specified number of unauthorized log on attempts. Preferred

     TI 11.24 Passwords can be reset/deleted by security and system administrators (if AD authentication is not supported). Preferred

     TI 11.25 Passwords can be changed by users if access password is correct. Preferred
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     TI 11.26 Passwords can be case sensitive alphanumeric, numeric and/or puncuative characters as required by security administrator. Preferred

     TI 11.27 If local authentication is used, system should permit upload or import of lists of user names and ID's for authentication. Preferred

     TI 11.28 Passwords can be case sensitive if required. Preferred

     TI 11.29 Provides Version Control automated tools for tracking, reporting, and logging change activity. Preferred

     TI 11.30 Automated tracing and control of any required Software Distribution processes. Preferred

     TI 11.31 Documented process for security incident handling of patches or fixes for known security or system vulnerabilities. Preferred

     TI 11.32 Provides edits to detect tampering, errors and omissions. Preferred

     TI 11.33 Appropriate protection of any system or application Access scripts. Preferred

     TI 11.34 Provides emergency and temporary access to system components or resources for problem resolution. Preferred

     TI 11.35 Provides ability to define User Access Groups based on job responsibilities to ensure separation of duties. Preferred

     TI 11.36 Provides for non-display passwords. Preferred

     TI 11.37 Ensures transmittal of passwords using secure protocols/algorithms. Preferred

     TI 11.38 Provides ability to disconnect or lockout workstations during designated periods of inactivity. Preferred

     TI 11.39 Audit trails that provide a trace of user actions with Automated tools to review audit trails. Preferred

     TI 11.40 Supports industry acceptable TLS, SSL, HTTPS Encryption. Preferred

     TI 11.41 Supports industry acceptable Wireless Security protocols. Preferred

     TI 11.42 Security supports personalization of Internet, Extranet and Intranet enabled applications. Preferred

     TI 11.43 Portal Tool supports Single Sign-on capabilities to provide customized presentation splash screen based upon the consumer(s) of: Preferred

     TI 11.44 Internet enabled applications Preferred

     TI 11.45 Extranet enabled applications Preferred

     TI 11.46 Intranet enabled applications Preferred

     TI 11.47 Supports industry acceptable security controls of Internet, Extranet and Intranet enabled applications. Preferred

     TI 11.48 Provides the ability to audit and report on user logon ids that have not be used for a system administrator defined time of inactivity. Preferred

     TI 11.49 Ability to prohibit concurrent logons. Preferred

     TI 11.50 Provides security levels for the following: Preferred

     TI 11.51 Enterprise Preferred

     TI 11.52 Schools / Department Preferred

     TI 11.53 Division / Region Preferred

     TI 11.54 Section within department / School Preferred

     TI 11.55 Role or group Preferred

     TI 11.56 Person id or user id Preferred

     TI 11.57 IP address Preferred

     TI 11.58 Screen, menu Preferred

     TI 11.59 Report Preferred

     TI 11.60 Database table Preferred

     TI 11.61 Column Preferred

     TI 11.62 Job function Preferred

     TI 11.63 Transaction type Preferred

     TI 11.64 Document type Preferred

     TI 11.65 Sets security profile to define personnel authorized to: Preferred

     TI 11.66 Log on Preferred

     TI 11.67 Add data Preferred

     TI 11.68 Delete data Preferred

     TI 11.69 Change data Preferred

     TI 11.70 View data Preferred

     TI 11.71 Approve data Preferred

     TI 11.72 Accommodates centralized (one security administrator) security. Preferred

     TI 11.73 Provides ability to view or obtain security reports showing: Preferred

     TI 11.74 Authorized system use Preferred

     TI 11.75 Unauthorized system use Preferred

     TI 11.76 Security profiles by user Preferred

     TI 11.77 Security breaches or attempts Preferred

     TI 11.78 Provides the ability to predefine, based on job function and role, a security profile and assign individuals to such profiles. Preferred

     TI 11.79 Provides for multiple security profiles to a single user through Role Based Access Control. Preferred

     TI 11.80

Generates warning message to notify administrator if multiple security profiles applied to a single user are conflicting. Such 

instances should be recorded by system. Preferred

     TI 11.81 Provides the ability to view log files online for all changes, deletions, and additions including: Preferred

     TI 11.82 Date / time stamp Preferred
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     TI 11.83 User id Preferred

     TI 11.84 Specific input device Preferred

     TI 11.85 Provides record or file encryption using AES256 encryption. Preferred

     TI 11.86 Provides the ability to restrict that data can be downloaded to mitigate potential data loss. Preferred

     TI 11.87 Authenticates users through Single Sign On. Required

12 INTERFACES

     TI 12.1 Interfaces with popular desktop applications (e.g., Microsoft Office). Preferred

     TI 12.2 Intergrates with Google Apps for Education (Gmail, Google Drive) Preferred

     TI 12.3 Provides standard interface for (indicate version limitations in the comment columns): Preferred

     TI 12.4 Microsoft Exchange 2010 Preferred

     TI 12.5 Microsoft Office including Access, Outlook/Entourage, Excel, and Word (PC 2010/Mac 2011 or later) Preferred

     TI 12.6 Microsoft IIS (version 7.x) Preferred

     TI 12.7 Microsoft SharePoint 2010 Preferred

     TI 12.8 Provides standard interface with imaging hardware and software. Preferred

     TI 12.9 Interfaces with a wide variety of printers and print servers. Required

13 SYSTEM INTERFACES

     TI 13.1 District Operational Data Store (two-way data interface) Preferred

     TI 13.2 Infinite Campus (student information system) Preferred

     TI 13.3 SharePoint 2010 (denver public schools portal platform) Preferred

14 HELP SYSTEM CAPABILITY

     TI 14.1 Help system is integrated into application. Required

     TI 14.2 Provides online help features for (screen errors and error codes): Required

     TI 14.3 Total Screen Required

     TI 14.4 Screen elements Required

     TI 14.5 Provides a context-sensitive help feature. Required

     TI 14.6 Provides a user customizable help feature. Preferred

15 DOCUMENTATION CAPABILITY

     TI 15.1

Provides up-to-date end-user manuals which contain clear and thorough descriptions of all screen and batch processing functions, 

screen data, reporting, programs, and any processing parameters. Required

     TI 15.2 Provides online documentation for users. Required

     TI 15.3 Online documentation contains search function. Required

     TI 15.4 Provides user manuals online. Required

     TI 15.5

Provides comprehensive technical system documentation and technical manuals (geared to information systems personnel) 

including: Required

     TI 15.6 Program descriptions Required

     TI 15.7 Screen definitions and descriptions Required

     TI 15.8 Database definitions, logical data model, and record layouts Required

     TI 15.9 Systems Operations Required

16 SaaS (Software as a Service)

     TI 16.1 Full functionality of all proposed modules and requirements above are currently available in a SaaS framework. Preferred

     TI 16.2 Multi-tenent Preferred

17 Web application analytics

     TI 17.1 Provides seamless integration with a web analytics tool (eg: Google Analytics, WebTrends) Required

     TI 17.2 Provides click thru analytics across the entire application suite for user tracking Required


